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Introduction:

Culturing the Nation

T
A coffin clad with the face of a child

A book

Written on the bowels of a crow

A wild animal advancing, bearing a flower

A boulder

Breathing with the lungs of a madman:

This is it

This is the Twentieth Century.

—Adonis, ‘‘Mirror for the

Twentieth Century’’1

I will tell you something about stories,

[he said]

They aren’t just entertainment,

Don’t be fooled.

They are all we have, you see,

all we have to fight off

illness and death.

You don’t have anything

if you don’t have the stories.

—Leslie Marmon Silko, Ceremony

Memories of history are born not from

a need to determine the past but from

a need to shape the future.

—Anand Patwardhan2





The Lebanese women and their children had left the apartment across the
yard. Able to afford a few months’ respite in Cyprus—away from the
Lebanese civil war (1975–1992), the water shortages and electricity out-
ages, the car bombs and gun battles in the streets—they had now gone back
to Lebanon. I had come to know the tall, dark-eyed, younger woman in
particular. She would sit on the narrow balcony of their apartment, clutch-
ing her hands and looking out over the dusty park next door. She had
knocked quietly on my door late one morning to tell me she’d heard me
talking to my children while I hung out the clothes. She thought I might be
Lebanese. Her next-door neighbor had told her I was writing a book about
refugees. She thought I should hear what had happened to her. I did, over
coffee or orange juice on mornings when I didn’t leave early for the library
or one of the archives. And our kids played together, trading their stories of
life in the midwestern United States and in Beirut. I thought I had to let her
know that I wasn’t writing about Lebanon nor even about refugees in par-
ticular. She insisted it made no difference. She would visit and tell me
about her neighbors and neighborhood in Beirut, her family elsewhere in
Lebanon, the other women and children who had come to Cyprus with
her. And she would ask about how I lived in the United States, what I was
doing in Cyprus, how I came to teach literature, about my family, neigh-
bors, and friends.

Now standing in her place on the balcony was a thin old woman dressed
in black. She watched me closely as I hung out the clothes, a little sur-
prised when, after a while, I greeted her in Greek.

—You’re from America, aren’t you? A teacher, right, who’s writing a
book?

(Information circulated rather efficiently in the neighborhood among its
diverse residents—Lebanese, Palestinians, Cypriots.) And then, after a
short pause:

—I have to talk to you.
In a few minutes, she came over carrying a large plastic bag. When I

offered her coffee, she smiled and asked for orange juice instead. (Later she
admitted with an unabashed laugh that she wasn’t sure at first whether I
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knew how to make Cypriot coffee, so orange juice seemed a safer choice.)
She introduced herself as the owner of the flat across the yard, in Nicosia
on a five-day ‘‘leave of absence’’ from her enclaved village in the north.3 I
introduced her to my mother-in-law, who had come to spend a couple of
months with us in Cyprus. While I got coffee and orange juice, they talked
about daughters-in-law, about the effects on younger women of their ac-
cess to education, and about the lace tablecloth that my mother-in-law was
crocheting. As I reentered the room, the old woman called out.

—So, your mother-in-law makes lace, you make books, is that it?
This distinctly pleased my mother-in-law, Eleni. The daughter of a vil-

lage schoolteacher from northern Greece, she is proud of her six years of
formal education.

In a strong Cypriot dialect, the old woman proceeded to describe the
school that her sons and daughters had attended in their now enclaved
village on the Karpassian peninsula in the Turkish-occupied north of
Cyprus. She was in Nicosia to see her daughter and grandchildren and get
medication for her husband, who was too ill to make the long bus trip to
the south. She rather matter-of-factly catalogued life under Turkish oc-
cupation: the harassment and daily indignities, the shortages of basic nec-
essities and inaccessibility of medical care, the isolation and loneliness of
being cut off from family and friends who had left or been forced out of
their village, the frequent cancellations of their monthly passes to unoc-
cupied Cyprus. With the help of substantial government subsidies for re-
settling refugees, her children had purchased the apartment across the
way for her and her husband. But the old couple had never moved south to
the unoccupied half of the capital city. They had had different plans. At
this point in her story, tears quietly began to creep down the old woman’s
wrinkled brown face.

—In the beginning, we old folks thought we would stay in the villages to
take care of things, to defend what was ours. Until everything went back to
the way it was. It wouldn’t be long, we thought. The [Cypriot] government
urged us to resettle in the meantime, assured us that there would be a
quick resolution by the UN to the ‘‘Cyprus problem’’ and that all refugees
would then return to their homes. But [unlike the younger villagers] we
didn’t have children to send to school, work to take care of. We had our
pensions, our gardens with vegetables, and an orange tree or two. So we
stayed. We tried to keep things up. And we managed in the beginning. But
we were already old to start with and fifteen years have gone by. Now we
can barely manage. Me, of course, I’m younger than my husband.

The old woman smiled faintly with a touch of pride.
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—Fifteen years ago, we thought . . . we would hold out against the in-
vaders. We old folks would be the ‘‘front line.’’

She paused for a moment and smiled again, a little more sadly this time.
—Then we stopped talking so much about everything going back to the

way it was. We knew, anyway. And the oldest of us started dying off. We
had trouble preparing and burying the dead. It got harder to take care of
our houses, of the vegetable gardens that we depended on.

The old woman stopped again and looked at me almost fiercely.
—Are you going to put this in your book? Will you remember? You write

that we weren’t fooled. We knew. We knew things weren’t going back to
the way they were before. But we stayed anyway. No matter what the
[Cypriot] government said; we told them we would hold out in the north.
No matter what the Turkish military authorities threatened; we told them
we were old and could cause them no harm, that they had nothing to gain
by forcing us out. No matter how much we would rather have been close to
our children; we told them we would wait for their return to our village.
And we weren’t wrong. Or maybe we were. But we weren’t fooled. We
knew.

She broke off for a moment, wiping her eyes almost angrily. And then
she began again, telling us now about her house, her children, her family
and covillagers, the things they had and the way they lived before the
invasion. Looking often at my empty hands, she punctuated her story with

—Do you understand me? Will you remember what I say?
My mother-in-law, feeling, I think, compelled to defend the absence of

some visible recording tools (tape recorder or paper and pencil), reassured
the old Cypriot woman that I had a great memory, that I could remember
telephone numbers and addresses from years ago. And then, pointing out
her own experiences in the Balkan wars, WWII, the Greek civil war, the
dictatorship that followed, and the loss of virtually everything that she
had known as a young woman, my mother-in-law added that nothing is
the way it was before. Old people have only their memories of a better
time. At this, the old Cypriot woman straightened up in her chair and
answered firmly.

—The memories aren’t just ours. We have to think it was a better time.
We have to say it was a better time. We have to keep telling the younger
ones stories about that better time.

She cast a meaningful look in my direction.
—And maybe it will be that [better time] for them in the future.
With that she drew her plastic bag close and pulled out a bag of fresh-

hulled lima beans.
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—Now I’ve told you what I have to say to you. Wouldn’t you like some
fresh limas? I grew them myself, beans from occupied Cyprus. Two liras a
kilo. Here, just look at what fine beans they are.

We laughed; I bought the beans. And she went back to her enclaved
village two days later. Though we made arrangements to meet the follow-
ing month when she hoped to be allowed to return to the south, I never saw
her again. Six weeks later her flat was rented out to an old Lebanese couple
and their grandchildren.

The old Cypriot woman’s story is suggestive testimony: to the simulta-
neous though not uncontradictory telling of personal and official history;
to the crucially gendered matrix of the telling and of its audience; to the
utter imbrication of the private (home, family, village) in the public (the
political, the state and nation, the Turkish invasion of Cyprus and resis-
tance to it); to the vocal accounts of lived human experience that produc-
tively challenge the putative quiet of texts and archives.4 In the context of
sifting through the remnants, textual and otherwise, of nationalism in cri-
sis for traces of alternative ways of defining community, gender, nation,
and ethnicity, there are two facets of the old woman’s narrative that seem
particularly significant. One is her insistence on her own wide-ranging
authority in the narrative present in which she tells her story. What seemed
most important to her, what she emphasized over and over, was her ability
in the narrative present to tell the larger story as well as her own past expe-
riences, and the preferred manner in which she told both. In retelling her
narrative, I privilege, as she seemed to do in the telling, her claim to and
distinctive style of narrative authority. Of course, her story or, more prop-
erly, stories, were important to her telling. They were set in two past mo-
ments separated from one another by the Turkish invasion—a distinctive
‘‘before’’ and ‘‘after.’’ That is, life in her village before the invasion, her
home and possessions then, her relationships with family and covillagers
then and life in her now-enclaved village in the occupied north of Cyprus,
(the creeping loss of ) her home and possessions, her relationships with her
family and covillagers, most of whom are now separated from her by death
or by exile as refugees in unoccupied Cyprus. But as important as the con-
tent of her stories was her strategic construction of narrative authority. It
was this authority, the perspective from which she could and did tell her
own and the larger stories, that she insisted on most adamantly. In this, she
was perhaps more forceful than many of the other women I spoke with—a
comment on her age and its privileges as much as anything else. But her
insistence was not qualitatively different from theirs. Her narrative author-
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ity and strategy included the attempt to carefully and relatively directly
implicate her audience in the telling. And this implication of her audience
(in this instance, my mother-in-law and I) was not simply an attempt to
direct the reception of her narrative but to generate other narratives for
which hers might provide a suggestive story and style. She, as many of the
other women with whom I spoke, was concerned not just to relate her own
story but to question the reasons for, and influence the context of, what she
thought might be my retelling of her story.

At first, the conversations over mid-morning or late afternoon coffee
seemed simply a gendered part of living in the neighborhood. I welcomed
the company, a distraction from the tensions of archival work on sensitive
topics. And I was familiar enough with this ritual among women, with the
appointed times for coffee, gossip, jokes, and personal and social con-
cerns. My mother-in-law and I were objects of neighborhood ‘‘fieldwork’’
as well, curious transitory members of a neighborhood that was only too
familiar with passers-through, refugees, and researchers. Later, I came to
think of the occasions of the women’s stories as a way to check that what I
saw in political and cultural texts were not only figments of desire or
imagination. But it became increasingly clear that these were also and
simultaneously occasions for other women to speak their piece, ‘‘to say
what I have to say to you.’’ There was perhaps even a chance that their
stories might collectively and individually reach a different audience and
effect a change in their circumstances. Their stories did effect a change in
my understanding of the project in which I was engaged and of its direc-
tion. Their stories and sometimes trust and brief friendship in exchange
for coffee (or orange juice) were unabashedly predicated on my privilege
as someone who could come and go at will, who could gather stories or
read texts and retell them to a different and differently empowered au-
dience. There was less recrimination in their pointed observations about
that privilege than a resolute insistence that it be used to convey some-
thing of their own determination, resourcefulness in duress, and expecta-
tions for change.

My reading or listening and retelling, then, does not ‘‘re-present’’ or
substitute for theirs. To the contrary. There are other stories to be told as
well. But their narrative strategies suggest that the battle over who gets to
tell the story of what happened—and in the telling critically shape the
what-happened itself—is a complex and variously waged one. It is one that
is, finally, perhaps only provisionally won. In that battle, however appar-
ently decisive its outcome at a given moment, other narratives of what
happened do not necessarily or inevitably just fold up and disappear.
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They sometimes manage not only to survive at the margins, they even
insinuate themselves in the heart of dominant narratives themselves. This
possibility is scarcely certain or unwaveringly predictable, either in so-
ciocultural contexts or in more properly textual or literary narratives. But
it is nonetheless clearly the case—a case we know even from a careful
reading of the apparently less flexible literary narrative—that leaders or
narrators, characters or actors, narratees or audiences do not inevitably
perform the narrative and their roles within it in precisely the ways that
the narrative structure (or authorial intention) would appear to direct.
This is the case not only in fictional literary narratives but also in the not-
necessarily-literary stories that are part of the dominant narrative of na-
tionalism.5 In those contexts, the role of the state or dominant political
organization or leader as authoritative narrator is constantly challenged.
Not just from without—from other, competing ‘‘foreign’’ or ‘‘outside’’ nar-
ratives—but from within: from other, competing tellings of (not quite) the
same story. The old Cypriot woman’s narrative account of her personal
and metapersonal histories contradicts the notion that narrative theoriz-
ing and potential narrative alteration (and, more arguably, structural trans-
formation) are unavailable to characters or narratees within the narrative.
In a more traditional understanding of narrative, that authority resides
with the author and/or the narrator. Yet the old Cypriot woman articulated
in performance, in her telling, a complexly strategic practice and theory of
narrative. She accounted for the nonidentical calls of the Cypriot govern-
ment, the Turkish occupation forces, her family and covillagers, and for
her necessarily nonidentical responses to those calls. She recognized, was
called out by, and participated—or was forced to participate—in various
narrative accounts of her place in the dominant order of things. And impli-
cated variously in those narratives, she constructed from within more than
one position from which to strategically narrate back. From those posi-
tions, she reiterates her own agency as partial narrator—not just as vic-
timized character—in a narrative not predominantly of her own making.
The apparently incontrovertible and fixed order of a military occupation, a
national(ist) government, a village society, or family organization is at
least disputed and arguably even recast. A similar effort is exerted or at
least attempted in relationship to the future narratives of her audience as
well.

And so, I recall her strategic narrative authority here perhaps because
she insisted on it—a variant claim to some sort of narrative realism on my
part. Or as a dutiful testimony to her efforts to shape a future narrative. But
more important, her strategic narrative authority suggests what became
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overwhelmingly apparent in the more textual and archival focus of reread-
ing nationalism and the stories of the peoples and nation(s) in national-
ism. That is that in spite of, or at least simultaneous with, the boundary
fixations that specific nationalisms in crisis would call forth, the peoples
of the nation often negotiate that nationalism and its boundaries in far
more various and inventive ways than they are given credit or apparent
narrative license for. The specifics of those negotiations and their implica-
tions suggest that, in the consideration of relations between the state and
its societies and, more specifically, between culture and the state or be-
tween oppositional and dominant cultures or between culture and citizen-
ship, to consider only official or ruling party or governmental or interna-
tional proclamations, laws, documents, or statements of intent and to read
them literally, as statements of fact and unflinching intention, is to forget
the ways in which they construct fact, the ways in which they are some-
times desperate attempts to constrain fact. But more crucial, it is also to
forget—or ignore—the ways in which the very peoples those proclama-
tions and documents and laws claim to, and undoubtedly do partially,
represent do not read, live, or theorize them as statements of literal fact.6

Attention to the ways people narrate the stories in which they are involved
is, then, as important as attention to the stories they tell. But the retelling
of those stories here (or the attempt at antiliteral readings of official and
unofficial stories) do not neatly coincide with either the ‘‘original’’ tellings
or readings. More likely, various responses to the question of what is or
was happening for Greeks or Cypriots or Palestinians at moments of na-
tionalism in crisis bump against each other, sometimes uneasily, perhaps
sometimes in concert.

There is a second suggestion of the old Cypriot woman’s strategic narra-
tion that I would like to foreground: her assertion of the necessity of tell-
ing stories—stories of ‘‘a better time,’’ of a different time, in the past—in
the hope of a better future. That assertion holds out, with rather distinct
urgency in her instance and in the instances of many like her, for the
possibility of things being different, of there being something other than
the endless repetition of the same in the present. On the one hand, her
insistence on her own narrative authority in telling stories claims an
agency in the narrative present in retelling narratives that would not seem
to grant her license for that authority. On the other hand, the stories of the
past (or pasts) and their telling in the present point to, hold out for, a future
of something better and different when neither the narrative present nor
the stories past would seem to allow that authority either. Here, telling
stories is not just a way of constructing an arguably renegade authority in
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the present or simply of nostalgically remembering a better past. It marks
the desire for, the attempt to point at (but not necessarily to directly repre-
sent or narrate), a different future. It is an effort to hold a space open for
something whose precise contours and contents are not known, perhaps
cannot be known.7 It also marks the desire for what, lacking a better word,
we might call confrontation. That is, to resolutely bring to the fore, to get in
the face of the audience with, an ignored story and/or narrative perspec-
tive on a story and to point out, or create, the implication of the audience
in that narrative. Thus, as the old Cypriot woman insisted, not just the
narrator and her characters but the narratee, the implied reader, the real
reader and listener are variously implicated in the telling.

The more explicit assertion here, then, is about the organization of na-
tionalism as a narrative8—not nationalism and narratives but nationalism
as narrative—and about the importance of both the rhetoric and the gram-
mar, or order, which that narrative constructs and exerts, with varying
degrees of success. Nationalism—at a given time, in a specific space, and
in the name of particular nationally defined and constituted peoples—
constructs and professes a narrative of the nation and of its relation to a
projected potential or already existing state. In doing this, nationalism
lays claim to a privileged narrative perspective on the ‘‘nation’’ (the ‘‘peo-
ple[s]’’) and thus justifies its own capacity to narrate—to organize and link
the diverse elements of—the nation. It is from this often third-person and
implicitly omniscient perspective that the claims of nationalism are orga-
nized and articulated as a narrative. That is, the story of a national history,
of a past usually identified as continuous and persevering, is told as the
legitimation of and precedent for the practices of the national narrative
present. By the early twentieth century, and especially in the post-WWI
period with the crises of earlier experiments with constituting national
citizens from diverse populations,9 the discrete boundaries of nations
were presumably marked by the boundaries of a linguistic community.
The inhabitants of that common language constituted a national people
with rights to self-determination. In fact, self-determination, in spite of its
remarkable contradictions in concept and practice, was the key concept of
the post-WWI League of Nations.10

Whether it is nationalism or a nation conscious of itself as such or con-
scious of itself through language that is the originary or generative moment
is of less relevance here, though this question of origins can clearly be the
topic of considerable concern for historians of nationalism.11 It might well
be that the origin is far more diverse and complex than an either/or propo-


